
LÝ HÀNH SƠN, TRẦN THỊ MAI LAN
(ed., 2016). Transnational ethnic relations
in Vietnam - A study in North Vietnam
mountains. Social Sciences Publishing
House, Hanoi, 399 p.
In today international context and
globalization, the transnational ethnic
relations are more and more consolidated and
increased in various spheres. These relations
have opened to the ethnic groups settled in
frontier zone many opportunities for
economic development and cultural
exchanges, but they also contain many latent
risks that might cause instability in politics,
social order and defence-security,… The
book focuses on clarifying the transnational
ethnic relations of some ethnic groups in
mountain zone of North Vietnam. It consists
of 4 chapters.
Chapter 1 makes an overview of studies on
this topic, examines some concepts and
conditions of natural resources and
environment, ethnic and population features
of historical origins and socioeconomic
features of ethnic groups in mountain zone
of North Vietnam.
Chapter 2 analyses the reality of
transnational ethnic relations of the ethnic
groups of Nùng, Thái, Hmông, Hà Nhì in
some spheres (economical, social and
cultural spheres) and various questions
related to defence-security (free migration,
missionary activities, transnational traffic in
drugs, women and children).
Chapter 3 analyses and assesses the factors
impacting on transnational ethnic relations
of the ethnic groups of Nùng, Thái, Hmông,
Hà Nhì such as the policy of Party on

nationalities, policies of neighbouring
countries, ethnic history and culture,
religion and globalization,…
Chapter 4 analyses the active and negative
impacts of the transnational ethnic relations
on socioeconomic development and
defence-security in the region of ethnic
groups of Nùng, Thái, Hmông, Hà Nhì;
pointing out the trends of transnational
ethnic relations of some ethnic groups in
mountain zone in North Vietnam.

HB.
PhD. NGUYỄN THỊ THU HÀ (ed, 2015,
monograph). Gender prejudices against
all-level leadership women in the context
of international integration. Social
Sciences Publishing House, Hanoi, 276 p.
Today, there still are gender prejudices in
many places, many levels, in almost studied
subjects, in families and society. Thus,
enhancing the awareness and viewpoint of
gender equality in political system and
whole society, creating favourable
environment and attracting the common
support to leadership women, are the
necessary and objective requirement of
renovation enterprise. The book focuses on
studying the gender prejudices against all-
level leadership women in the context of
international integration from social
psychological view. It consists of 3
chapters. 
Chapter 1 presents theoretic basis of
studying on gender prejudices against all-
level leadership women by examining the
research trend and approach to gender
prejudices against women in leadership and
management.
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Chapter 2 analyses the reality of gender
prejudices against all-level leadership
women in the context of international
integration, identifying the manifestations
of gender prejudices against all-level
leadership women as a characteristic
psychological phenomenon of humans and
pointing out some factors impacting on the
formation of gender prejudices against all-
level leadership women and impulsing or
containing these prejudices.
Chapter 3 assesses the influences of gender
prejudices against all-level leadership
women on the access to and benefits of
resources, on the faith and interest in
profession, on job activeness and effectivity
of all-level leadership women. On this basis,
author proposes some recommendations on
reduction and limitation of gender
prejudices against leadership women.

TV.
PhD. NGUYỄN THỊ LAN HƯƠNG (ed.,
2016, monograph). Implementation of
social justice for the types of ownership in
Vietnam today. Social Sciences Publishing
House, Hanoi, 260 p.
Today, in planning the policy of
socioeconomic development, all the
countries in the world have to study the
social justice by different approaches. In
Vietnam, social justice is always considered
one of long-time goals of the revolution. In
realizing the goal of social justice, Vietnam
has passed through two basic periods: one
before and another since the Renovation. In
comparison with the period before the
Renovation, Vietnam has much progressed
in effectuating social justice.
However, besides the socioeconomic
achievements, today Vietnam is encountering
many complicated social problems, among

which there is the one of social justice
among the types of ownership. The book
will contribute to clarify the problem of
effectuating social justice among the types
of ownership in Vietnam today from the
view of theory and practice with more
update and comprehensiveness. The book
consists of 3 chapters.
Chapter 1 presents some concepts and
opinions about economic contents of social
justice in history; the viewpoint of Vietnam
Communist Party on effectuation of social
justice for the types of ownership; the
contents and role of social justice for the
types of ownership in market economy. 
Chapter 2 analyses the achievements,
limitations and motivations of effectuation
of social justice for the types of ownership
in Vietnam since the Renovation Day up to
now. 
Chapter 3 puts forth some directions and
basic solutions to promote social justice for
the types of ownership in Vietnam today.

TA. 
Associate Prof. PhD. HÀ ĐÌNH THÀNH
(ed., 2016). Sea culture and preserving and
upholding the sea cultural values of the
South Central Vietnam coast in the period
of industrialization and modernization.
Social Sciences Publishing House, Hanoi,
452 p.
Sea culture of the South Central Vietnam
coast is a system of creation and accumulation
of people there in the process of existence
that consider the sea as main livelihood, this
system after a thousand long history being
crystalized into cultural values. This book
refers to basic and essential questions of
survey on the culture of people in South
Central Vietnam coast. It consists of 5
chapters.



Chapter 1 makes an overview of the life of
people in South Central Vietnam coast,
pointing out the features of nature; of
population and of ethnic groups; of
residence; of economic activities; of social
activities; as well as the advantages and
limitations of the region of South Central
Vietnam.
Chapter 2 clarifies the studying concepts,
the recognizing criteria, the forming basis
and features of sea culture of people in
South Central Vietnam coast.
Chapter 3 identifies the sea cultural values
in material, cultural, social and spiritual
life of people in South Central Vietnam
coast.
Chapter 4 analyses the context, the
impacts, trends and motivations causing
the change of sea cultural values of people
in South Central Vietnam coast in the
period of accelerated industrialization and
modernization.
Chapter 5 puts forth some viewpoints and
solutions to preservation and promotion of
sea cultural values of people in South
Central Vietnam coast in the period of
accelerated industrialization and
modernization.

TK.
PhD. BÙI ĐỨC HÙNG (ed., 2016).
Restructuralization of South Central
Vietnam economy for sustainable
development up to 2020 and in perspective
on 2030. Social Sciences Publishing House,
Hanoi, 459 p.
To give the scientific arguments and
practical foundations for solving the
problems related to restructuralization of
South Central Vietnam economy for
sustainable development up to 2020 and in
perspective on 2030, this book focuses on

clarifying 5 basic problems of
restructuralization of regional economy
(renovation of economic growth pattern,
restructuralization of economic activities,
restructuralization of investment, with
emphasis on public investment,
restructuralization of business system,
restructuralization of financial-banking
system), considering and assessing the real
situation of economic structure of South
Central Vietnam in the recent time,
pointing out economic growth pattern of
South Central Vietnam today, and putting
forth the solutions for restructuralization of
this regional economy. The concrete
contents of the book are presented in three
chapters.
Chapter 1 systematizes the theoretic basis
for sustainable restructuralization of regional
economy, clarifying the meaning of
restructuralization of regional economy, the
factors impacting on  structure of regional
economy, and introducing the experiences of
some countries in restructuralization of
economy.
Chapter 2 analyses and assesses the real
situation of economic struture of South
Central Vietnam during the period 2001-
2014 (structure of kinds of economic
activity, structure of types of ownership and
structure of locality).
Chapter 3 forecasts the factors and trend of
development, pointing out the opportunities
and challenges for region of South Central
Vietnam in the context of restructuralization
of Vietnamese economy, putting forth the
viewpoint and direction for restructuralization
of South Central Vietnam economy for
sustainable development up to 2020 and in
perspective on 2030.

TK
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